
 

No.717-15/2/25 

To the Members 

Dear Sirs, 

 

Indonesia – Request for Certificate of Insurance for Wreck Removal and Salvage 

 

We have received the attached information from SPICA Services (S) Pte Ltd, our 

correspondents in Singapore, about a new regulation in Indonesia. 

 

The new regulation, which will be effective from 1 March 2015, requires the owners of vessel 

of 35 gross tonnage and above operating in Indonesia to have and prove that they have 

insurance cover for Wreck Removal and Salvages, etc. 

 

The regulation initially raised a concern that all vessels calling at Indonesian ports might be 

required to submit any additional certificates other than a certificate of entry issued by the P&I 

Club.  The meeting was held yesterday among the relevant parties including the port 

authorities and SPICA Service Indonesia attended it.  At the meeting, it was confirmed that the 

regulation would be applied to Indonesian flag vessels only and would not adversely affect 

foreign flag vessels.  In addition, it was also confirmed that, while any foreign vessel may 

receive an inspection of the ship’s certificates during her stay in Indonesia, it would be suffice 

to show a certificate of entry issued by the P&I Club stating that Wreck Removal is covered. 

 

If Members are in any troubles about certificate issue in Indonesia, they should contact the Club 

without delay. 

 

Source of Information: 

SPICA Services (S) Pte. Ltd. 

Tel: +65 6225 5711 

Fax: +65 6221 2053 

E-mail: dughall@spica.com.sg  

PIC: Dughall Aitken 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

The Japan Ship Owners’ Mutual Protection & Indemnity Association 

 

Attachment: SPICA Service circular 



Circular by SPICA Service 

 

Spica Services Jakarta has reported on the enactment of the above new Regulation in 

Indonesia, effective 1
st
 march 2015, being implemented by the Ministry of Transport via the 

Department of Sea Communications. 

  

Parties will be aware that the new Regulation requires Owners of vessels over 35Gt 

operating in Indonesia, to have and be able to prove that they have in place, Insurance to 

cover them for Navigational Risks, Wreck Removal  and Related Expenses for Underwater 

Works, believed to mean Salvage. Failure to do so will reportedly result in a suspension or 

cancellation of operating licences, and for International Owners, the likelihood of detention 

and delay. 

  

Whilst the Regulation is reportedly aimed at Indonesian Owners and Operators, there will 

potentially be an impact on Indonesian Flagged vessels holding cover with International 

Group and other International insurers, and a potentially wider impact on all vessels trading 

to Indonesia. The particular issue concerned not being having the necessary insurance in 

place, but proving same. Authorities current suggesting that a standard template letter be 

used. This is clearly not a viable option and those IG Clubs that have been directly 

approached on this have stated so, and we hope that stance will be maintained. 

  

In an effort to obtain clarity on a number of issues surrounding the implementation of the 

new Regulation, Spica Services Indonesia yesterday (Tuesday) attended a meeting held in 

Jakarta, hosted by the Department of Sea Communications, attended by Coast Guard, 

Harbour Masters, Government Agencies such as Ports and Customs and including OJK 

(Indonesian FSA),  industry bodies such as INSA and Insurers, Brokers and other 

concerned parties. Whilst specific details of how the Regulation will be adhered to and 

enforced remain elusive, confirmation was received from the highest levels within the 

Department, that the regulation was implemented to apply to Indonesian tonnage and would 

not adversely affect foreign vessels. Further, whilst Authorities, presumably local Harbour 

Masters, may inspect the ship’s certificates, a Certificate of Insurance from a P+I 

Club/Insurer, which clearly states that Wreck Removal is covered, will suffice. 

  

Whilst that is good news, the potential complications arising in the case of Indonesian 

vessels with IG cover (being greater, but different, from local market cover) and where local 

Harbour Masters do not recognise the Certificate of Insurance as valid, were raised. In 

conclusion, we regret that there has been no firm decision made as to how vessels should 

prove they have the necessary cover in place, so we would suggest that if vessels are 

actually challenged to prove cover, and their Certificate of Insurance is not immediately 



accepted, that they immediately alert Spica Services Jakarta, whose details are provided 

below, who can refer the matter to senior SeaComms personnel in Jakarta, who have 

provided the above assurances. 

  

Meantime, efforts to obtain clarity on the various issues outstanding will continue and we will 

report further. 

Spica Services - INDONESIA (Jakarta) 

SPICA SERVICES (INDONESIA)                           Phone   :   (62) 21-521 0405 (Hunting) 

Setiabudi Building 2, 3A Floor Suite 3A04 A            Fax      :   (62) 21-521 0406 

Jl. H.R. Rasuna Said Kav 62,                                 

Jakarta 12920                                                       E-mail  :   indonesia@spicaina.co.id 

Indonesia                                                                              

  

Office Hours Contact:                    Mobile                                      Email  

Capt Mohammed Bin Abdullah   (62) 21 8151877844 /                ma@spicaina.co.id 

                                                     (62) 21 8158608640 

Frans Werner Limahelu               (62) 812-929 6363                     fwl@spicaina.co.id 

Doni Umbara                                (62) 812-631 5621                     dnu@spicaina.co.id 

Bagus Parmanto                          (62) 82-113 703706                   bgs@spicaina.co.id 

Leonora Febriany                         (62) 813-804 60355                   fby@spicaina.co.id 

Capt Triadhi Donny N                   (62) 812-872 64995                   tdn@spicaina.co.id 

  

Best regards, 

Dughall Aitken 

 

As Correspondents 

SPICA SERVICES (S) PTE LTD 

80 Anson Road #28-01 

Fuji Xerox Towers 

Singapore 079907 

Tel : +65 6225 5711 

Fax : +65 6221 2053 

 


